
         Player Notes for Prairie Vista 
  

1. The large sand trap between fairway # 1 and fairway # 2 is a waste bunker and 
not a sand trap.  Players are allowed to ground their club in a waste bunker. 

2. We have a full field of over 100 players! Every group will be monitored for Pace 
of Play concerns.  Each and every group must stay in position. 

3. Suspensions, weather delays, and/or cancellations will be announced on The 
Prep Tour website, The Prep Tour Facebook page, and The Prep Tour Twitter 
Feed. 

4. Rain delays are a part of competitive golf.  Players and spectators should be 
prepared to wait in the clubhouse or in your car as long as necessary to complete 
a scheduled round.  

5. Please remember, “how you played it in High School” is not applicable.  Prep 
Tour Rules and Policies and USGA rules will govern this event. 

6. Pace of play guidelines for this event will be: 
            Boys 4 hours 20 minutes 
            Girls 4 hours 35 minutes 

7. HS Boys may be shuttled at the following location: 9 green to 10 tee @ Vista. 
8. Jr High Boys and HS Girls may be shuttled from every freen to the next tee 

where needed.  
9. Spectators are not allowed to walk in the fairways including behind the 

players regardless of where the trailing group of players are.  
10.Jr High Boys are required to keep their own scorecards.  Parents should NOT be 

recording scores on official scorecards for the players in the JR High Boys 
division. All players are required to keep and sign clean, accurate scorecards at 
the conclusion of their round.  Any scores reported by volunteers are completely 
unofficial. Only Prep Tour players immediately completing their stipulated round 
will be allowed at the Scorer’s Table. 

11.Rule 7-2 Practice Between Hole  The Prep Tour  does not allow any practice 
chipping or putting between holes. Players are directed to move immediately to 
the next teeing ground upon completion of each hole played. 

12.Any rules not covered in the Player Notes, Specific Starter instructions, or The 
Prep Tour Policies will be governed by The USGA Rules Book. 

13.Players are not allowed to go inside to eat lunch after 9 holes.  Parents are 
allowed to bring players food and/or drink from the clubhouse for the players to 
consume as they continue playing. 

14.Volunteer texters will be reporting player scores to the online Tournament 
Leaderboard.  All scores are completely UNOFFICIAL until each player has 
signed his scorecard and the Official Tournament Scorer has reviewed the 
scorecard. 

15.The one ball rule is NOT in effect. 
16.The Prep Tour will play through rain.  Make sure you come dressed and 

prepared to handle the elements. 
 
 



 

  


